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Abstract

A comprehensive modelling to predict the stratification of oxides and metals in a corium pool
is presented. It consists of a series of models that take into account both thermochemical and
thermalhydraulic aspects. The model is designed to be used on a 2D/3D meshing. Therefore,
the corium pool is assumed to be non-homogeneous in temperature and composition. Only
local thermochemical equilibrium is assumed (in each mesh).
A simplified thermochemical model provides the equilibrium compositions of the oxide and
metal phases. It is consistent with MASCA experimental results. It is also consistent with
computational results obtained by using IRSN thermochemical database. All the local phys-
ical properties, and particularly the densities, are calculated from the local compositions and
temperature.
The relative motion of the two phases is calculated with a drift flux model. This provides
the velocities of the materials in the pool and, therefore, the global transport of species.
Fission products are also transported, assuming, for each fission product, a pre-defined local
equilibrium distribution between oxide and metal phases.
The model is implemented in a test-version of ICARE/CATHARE V2.0, a severe accident code
developed by IRSN. Comparisons of the code results with selected MASCA tests show a good
agreement. The OECD MASCA program was dedicated to the study of the thermochemical
interactions between typical corium materials in a molten pool. A one-dimensional transient
with successive steel additions is presented to demonstrate the existence of a transient “3-
layer” configuration. In such configurations, the oxide pool is surrounded by two metallic
layers with different compositions. It corresponds to a global non-equilibrium situation which
may remain for a significant time, depending on species transport processes across the oxide
pool. A reactor configuration used to study the effects of the progressive melting of lower
plenum steel structures in a two-dimensional corium pool is also presented.
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Nomenclature

Roman letters

d diameter, m
f absolute fraction
h enthalpy, J.kg−1

m mass, kg
M molar mass, kg.mol−1

n mole fraction
N quantity, mol
p pressure, N.m−2

S saturation, S = ε`/ε
t time, s
T temperature, K
x mass fraction
v velocity, m.s−1

V volume, m3

Greek symbols

α volume fraction of liquid
∆t time step, s
µ viscosity, N.s.m−2

ν concentration fraction
λ thermal conductivity, W.m−1.K−1

ρ density, kg.m−3

ε volume fraction, porosity, ε = 1− εs

σ surface tension, N.m−1

Subscripts

b buoyant
kφ ‘k’ in phase ‘φ’
kφξ ‘k’ in ‘φ’ considering only ξ
knξ ‘k’ when there is no ξ
j ± n mesh index, n = 0 or 1
j ± 1/2 mesh face index
k element or species index
` liquid
m metal
s sinking
s solid
t terminal
x oxide

Superscripts

n previous time step
n + 1 current time step
+ positive component
− negative component

Overscripts

→ vector
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

In case of a hypothetical severe accident in a pressurized water reactor (PWR), the
destruction of fuel rods and melting of materials lead to the accumulation of core ma-
terials, commonly called “debris”, in the lower plenum of the reactor vessel. The debris
may be partially solid and liquid, with a molten pool surrounded by solid particles.
The heat flux across the vessel wall becomes higher when the size of the molten pool
increases. Many experimental studies, such as COPO, ACOPO, BALI, RASPLAV-
SALT and SIMECO, have dealt with the problem of heat flux distribution around a
volumetrically heated pool. All those experiments were conducted with simulant mate-
rials with the aim of reaching a high Rayleigh number comparable to the case of a large
molten pool in the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) lower head. The objective has been to
determine whether the imposed heat flux would not exceed the heat removal capability
(critical heat flux) on the external surface of the vessel. The heat-focusing effect of a
molten metal layer was considered as an important cause for vessel failure because the
vessel walls adjacent to the metal layer would be subjected to increased heat fluxes.
Up to now, the concept of in-vessel retention by external cooling has been investigated
by several countries for different reactor designs (existing or future concepts), assuming
that the metal layer would be on top of the oxidic pool. This corresponds to what we
may call the “standard analysis”.

1.2 The standard analysis

Thermalhydraulic studies of melt pool behavior have also included cases where a molten
metal (steel) layer could form on top of oxidic corium due to very limited solubility of
steel in the oxides (the density of steel being lower than the density of core oxides).
Scoping calculations have confirmed that shallow metal layers located on top of the oxide
pool may produce heat fluxes at the adjacent walls that could exceed the critical heat
flux under certain conditions [24]. Moreover vessel wall thinning reduces the margins
of allowable mechanical loads. Studies of the impact of materials have been performed
in the frame of OECD RASPLAV project. It demonstrated that the homogeneous
corium melt behaved comparably to simulant materials in natural circulation, therefore
previous evaluations based on simulant material data could be scaled to prototypic
reactor conditions. It was shown that such a behavior can be expected if the molten
pool contained only oxidic materials. However, some RASPLAV results and the first
MASCA results indicated that the behavior of the corium molten pool likely depends
upon its composition and Zirconium oxidation degree and a non-miscible metallic layer
may be located either on top or at the bottom of the oxidic pool. In light of these
results the interest was to obtain more data with respect to prototypic core materials
behavior at high temperatures.
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1.3 Miscibility gap and stratification

Indeed, the existence of a miscibility gap between two liquids in the U-Zr-Fe-O diagram
makes the situation more complex than assumed in the earlier studies. MASCA results
have confirmed earlier assumptions that the metal phase could actually be heavier than
the oxide pool. The first consequence is that it is necessary to derive models that
are able to deal with both situations (metal above or under) and possible transitions
between situations. The second consequence is that it is not possible to consider the
different phases present in the lower plenum (solid debris or crusts, oxide pool, metal
pool) as chemically independent. Any modelling of the solidification and stratification
processes in the debris must include a thermochemical sub-model, as it was earlier
mentioned by Seiler and Froment [18] and in Fichot et al. [10]. For fission products,
a similar approach is necessary to predict their distribution in the pool. In MASCA
experiments, it was observed that the fission product partitioning between the oxide and
metal phases is consistent with what can be calculated with current thermochemical
databases. The consequence is that a significant amount of residual power may be
released in the metallic phase. Hence, the volumetric power in the oxide would be
lower than before its interaction with steel. This was usually not considered in previous
analyses.
It appears necessary to evaluate and gather in a comprehensive model all the relevant
phenomena that occur in a molten pool in the lower plenum of a PWR. Even if not
aiming at in-vessel retention, there is a clear need to understand the convective molten
pool behavior, since melt pools have important implications on the core relocation and
the RPV failure mode that both, in turn, have further consequences on the subsequent
behavior of corium outside the vessel, which depends strongly on the melt composition
and ejection mode.

Oxide poolOxide pool

Metal layer ?  

Metal pool ?

Steam

Fig. 1: Three layer schematic representation
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In this paper, we derive a multi-dimensional model for metal-oxide stratification in a
molten pool. The model includes a thermochemical database that is used to predict the
local equilibrium compositions. The model is implemented in the ICARE/CATHARE
code which is a mechanistic code developed by IRSN and devoted to the calculation
of severe accident scenarios in PWRs, [13]. Some consequences of the stratification
process are shown. In particular, it is demonstrated that transient situations involving
three layers (a top metallic layer, the oxidic pool and a heavy bottom metallic layer)
are likely to exist if there are successive additions of steel into the corium pool, Fig.
1. Such configurations actually correspond to a global thermochemical non-equilibrium
and they are not likely to exist in steady state. However, such configurations may
remain long enough to lead to an increased heat flux across the top metallic layer
and possible vessel failure, which cannot be predicted by the “standard” steady-state
analysis.

2 Modelling of the miscibility gap

2.1 Main trends observed in MASCA results and earlier studies

In a series of small and middle scale tests performed in the MASCA program with
Iron and stainless steel, there is a migration of metallic Zirconium and Uranium from
suboxidized corium towards the metallic phase (initially steel), leading to the increase
of metallic phase mass and density and consequently to a possible change of layer con-
figuration. This phenomenon seems to be very important for the in-vessel and ex-vessel
melt behaviour and for accident management procedures. Precise measurements of
the temperature and the composition of metallic and oxidic phases provided important
data for validation of thermodynamic databases. It is clear that Uranium transport
to the metallic phase is closely related to the existence of free Zirconium in the initial
suboxidized corium. The amounts of U and Zr atoms transferred to the metallic phase
also seem to be proportional to the ratio of added steel mass to the initial corium
mass. A very small amount of Iron goes into the oxidic phase (less than 1% wt.). After
interaction, the degree of oxidation of the oxidic phase is increased. Increasing the
steel to corium ratio leads to increase the oxidic phase oxidation, approaching complete
oxidation.

2.2 A fast equilibrium model based on thermochemical calculations

Implementing a Gibbs energy solver instead of the simple model is not currently rea-
sonable for a meshed system given the computational time requirements.
For that reason the general modelling approach is to approximate the tie lines predicted
by the IRSN thermochemical database using Fe, Ni, and Cr in relative concentrations
corresponding to those of the average of the MA-1 and MA-2 tests. Steel behavior
was taken to be the average behavior of Fe, Ni, and Cr. Several sets of assumptions
were used to implement different levels of approximation. These are referred to as the
base model and the miscibility limit model. The base model relates Oxygen content
in the oxidic phase to steel content in the metallic phase. The aspect of the tie line
approximation that differed from those predicted by the IRSN thermochemical database
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was the U/Zr separation between phases. The U/Zr ratio was kept as constant, initially
for simplicity, and subsequently because this assumption led to a good prediction of
the MASCA results. The metallic phase concentrations were taken as those where the
tie line intersects the U-Zr-steel plane whereas the oxidic phase concentrations were
taken as those where the tie line intersects the U-Zr-O plane. While the prediction of
Uranium and Zirconium fractions in the metallic phase were reasonable, using these
points on the tie line allowed no Oxygen in the metallic phase and no steel in the oxidic
phase. While this may, at first glance, seem reasonable this behavior is not consistent
with the IRSN thermochemical database or the MASCA experiments, both of which
predicted Oxygen in the metallic phase and steel in the oxidic phase. Oxygen in the
metallic phase would reduce its overall density thus changing the concentrations at
which buoyancy inversion occurs. In the case of low steel content, it is necessary to
properly account for steel migration to the oxidic phase as it may comprise a significant
fraction of the initial steel content. If this is not done significant errors may occur
in the prediction of the total phase mass. For fixed U, Zr, and steel concentrations
in the metallic phase (the primary comparison parameters for phase separation in the
MASCA tests) the total metallic phase mass (closely related to the metal layer thickness
in the case of a buoyant metallic phase) are linearly dependent on the fraction of steel
mass lost to the oxidic phase. An additional adverse effect of using these points as the
metallic and oxidic phase concentrations was that all mixtures were immiscible, even
when the mixture contained solely U, Zr, and O in concentrations that should clearly
be miscible. Due to these important effects miscibility limits were added to the model
which are fits to those predicted by the IRSN thermochemical database. The metallic
phase concentrations are taken to be those at the intersection of the tie line with the
metallic phase miscibility surface while the oxidic phase concentrations are taken to be
those at the intersection of the tie line with the oxidic phase miscibility surface. Due
to the miscibility limits miscible mixtures can be predicted.

2.2.1 Assumptions

• The separation behavior is assumed independent of temperature because minimal
changes in the equilibrium concentrations are predicted by the IRSN thermochem-
ical database.

• The assumed order of oxygen affinity within a phase is U, then Zr (allows for UO2

and Zr to coexist).

• In ICARE steel is considered as an individual material instead of a mixture of Fe,
Ni, and Cr. As a result, steel was likewise considered for the model.

• Steel (Fe,Ni,Cr) oxides are not considered.

• The enthalpy of reaction (chemical separation) is negligible.

• The concentration of Oxygen when the tie line is extended until no steel is present
has a linear relationship with the concentration of steel when the tie line is ex-
tended until no Oxygen is present.
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• The behavior of the concentration of Oxygen and steel is independent of the U/Zr
ratio. Very little change was observed in calculations using the IRSN thermo-
chemical database.

• The oxidic and metallic phases have the same U/Zr ratio.

The separation equations are presented in appendix A.

2.3 Model assessment on MASCA

The MASCA experiments were primarily assessed on the metallic phase Uranium and
Zirconium mass fractions. The relative masses of the metallic and oxidic phases were
also used as assessment parameters. The model input parameters were not readily
available from data. Some processing was required which is described below.

2.3.1 Input mole fraction determination

The phase separation model uses element number fractions as input. However a con-
version is required as only the following parameters are available in Bechta [4]:

• The Uranium to Zirconium mole ratio - ‘F = nU/nZr’

• The metallic phase mass fraction - ‘xsteel’

• The mole fraction of Oxygen to Uranium and Zirconium combined - ‘OΣ =
nO/(nU + nZr)’

Values for these parameters for the MASCA tests presented in Bechta [4] are shown in
Table 1. Using these three parameters and the molar masses from the ICARE database,
the mole fractions, nU , nO, nZr, nsteel, of the entire mixture are determined. These mole
fractions were then used as inputs for the separation model with the results compared
to data.
The conversion from parameters given in Bechta [4] to element number fractions was
performed as follows for each test:
First, the nU/nZr mole ratio, F, is converted to mole fraction, xu = nU/(nU + nZr) by:

xu =
F

1 + F
(1)

Then the Oxygen, Uranium, and Zirconium number fractions in pre-steel-addition
corium are calculated by:

nO,corium =
OΣ

1 + OΣ
(2)

nU,corium = (1− nO,corium)xu (3)

nZr,corium = (1− nO,corium)(1− xu) (4)
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Table 1: MASCA Parameters, from Bechta [4]

Test nO/(nU + nZr) nU/nZr xsteel

MA-1 1.45 1.5 0.122

MA-2 1.77 1.3 0.114

MA-3 1.36 1.1 0.118

STFM-2 1.45 1.2 0.019

STFM-3 1.36 1.1 0.018

STFM-4 1.34 1.1 0.045

STFM-5 1.38 1.1 0.016

STFM-6 1.5 1.2 0.018

STFM-7 1.58 1.2 0.017

STFM-8 1.97 1.6 0.018

STFM-9 1.29 1.1 0.098

STFM-14 1.56 1.1 0.156

STFM-15 1.35 1.3 0.091

The mass fractions in pre-steel-addition corium are then calculated from the corium
number fractions and the molar masses in the following manner:

mt,corium = nO,coriumMO + nU,coriumMU

+ nZr,coriumMZr (5)

xO,corium = nO,coriumMO/mt,corium (6)

xU,corium = nU,coriumMU/mt,corium (7)

xZr,corium = nZr,coriumMZr/mt,corium (8)

where M is the molar mass.
The total mixture Oxygen, Uranium, and Zirconium mass fractions can then be calcu-
lated:

xO = xO,corium(1− xsteel) (9)

xU = xU,corium(1− xsteel) (10)

xZr = xZr,corium(1− xsteel) (11)

Finally total mixture steel, Oxygen, Uranium, and Zirconium mole fractions are calcu-
lated:

Nt = xsteel/Msteel + xO/MO + xU/MU

+ xZr/MZr (12)

nsteel = (xsteel/Msteel)/Nt (13)

nO = (xO/MO)/Nt (14)

nU = (xU/MU)/Nt (15)

nZr = (xZr/MZr)/Nt (16)
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Table 2: Calculated MASCA element mole fractions

Test nU nZr nO nsteel

MA-1 0.203 0.135 0.491 0.171

MA-2 0.175 0.134 0.547 0.144

MA-3 0.186 0.169 0.483 0.162

STFM-2 0.217 0.181 0.576 0.027

STFM-3 0.216 0.197 0.561 0.026

STFM-4 0.210 0.190 0.536 0.064

STFM-5 0.215 0.196 0.567 0.023

STFM-6 0.213 0.177 0.585 0.025

STFM-7 0.207 0.172 0.598 0.023

STFM-8 0.202 0.127 0.648 0.023

STFM-9 0.197 0.179 0.485 0.138

STFM-14 0.164 0.149 0.488 0.200

STFM-15 0.209 0.161 0.500 0.130

These calculated ‘element’ number fractions, shown for the MASCA tests in Table 2,
were then used as inputs for the separation model.
The MA-1 and MA-2 input element number fractions were checked against values which
are given for these two tests in Asmolov et al. [1]. This also serves to verify the method
used to calculate these input element mole fractions. The system element mole fraction
values of 0.20232, 0.13921, 0.49687, 0.16160 for MA-1 and 0.17451, 0.13598, 0.55200,
0.13751 for MA-2 for U, Zr, O, and steel, respectively, given in Asmolov et al. [1] are
consistent with the values calculated using parameters given in Bechta [4] which are
shown in Table 1.

2.3.2 Separation model comparison with data

Both the element mass fractions in the metallic phase and the phase mass fractions are
compared against data. While the mass fractions in the metallic phase were compared
against all experiments the phase mass fractions were initially compared only against
the MA-1 through MA-3 experiments as this parameter was only available for this test
series at the time.
Reasonable agreement has been observed overall between the miscibility limit model
for both species mass fractions within a phase and for the relative phase masses.

2.3.3 Mass fractions in metallic phase

The predicted Uranium and Zirconium mass fractions in the metallic phase are com-
pared with data presented in Bechta [4] for all experiments. Oxygen in the metallic
phase was ignored for the purposes of this calculation. The measurement of Oxygen
content is very difficult.
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Fig. 2: Comparisons of metallic phase mass fractions with MASCA data

Table 3 compares the metallic phase mass fractions predicted by the base model with
data. Other than underpredictions for both Uranium and Zirconium in STFM-14 ex-
periment, which has the highest steel content, the separation model predicts phase
separation reasonably well. These comparisons were made with the base model. With
the addition of the miscibility limits, the model predicts slightly higher metallic phase
mass fractions of both Uranium and Zirconium, Fig 2. In the legend ‘exp’ denotes
experiment, ‘noml’ represents the base model with no miscibility limits, and ‘ml’ des-
ignates the updated model with miscibility limits.
Similar U and Zr mass fractions are given in the metallic phase for the MA-1 and MA-2
tests in Asmolov et al. [1]: 0.43159 U, 0.10473 Zr for MA-1 and 0.20215 U, 0.0552 Zr
for the MA-2 test. These are consistent with values found in Bechta [4].
The STFM-Fe consists of STFM tests 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 14, and 15 along with MA tests 1 and
3. Overall, the Zirconium mass fraction is well predicted. However the Uranium mass
fraction data is not as well reproduced. Moreover the Uranium mass fraction in the
metallic phase is overpredicted much of the time resulting in the prediction of a more
dense metallic phase and different global concentrations at which density inversion
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Table 3: Comparison of base model predicted and experimental species mass fractions in
metallic phase

Experiment Model
test xU xZr xU xZr

MA-1 0.43 0.11 0.424 0.108

MA-2 0.20 0.06 0.217 0.064

MA-3 0.42 0.17 0.432 0.151

STFM-2 0.56 0.21 0.593 0.189

STFM-3 0.63 0.22 0.619 0.216

STFM-4 0.53 0.19 0.558 0.194

STFM-5 0.57 0.24 0.618 0.215

STFM-6 0.56 0.20 0.570 0.182

STFM-7 0.47 0.20 0.522 0.167

STFM-8 0 0 0.004 0.001

STFM-9 0.52 0.19 0.485 0.169

STFM-14 0.41 0.15 0.300 0.104

STFM-15 0.44 0.14 0.495 0.146

occurs. Both the Uranium and Zirconium mass fractions in the metallic phase are
underpredicted for the STFM-14 test - the one with the highest steel content.
The metallic phase mass fractions for high steel mass fractions are generally well pre-
dicted by the model. For lower mass fraction cases the Uranium mass fraction in the
metallic phase is overpredicted while the Zirconium mass fraction in the metallic phase
is underpredicted. This further highlights the fact that the U/Zr ratio is not always
the same for both phases for low steel mass fractions.
Fig 3 shows a similar comparison for mole fractions for the data presented in the
MASCA summary draft report [17]. The Fe tests correspond to the STFM tests in Fig
2. The labels used were the same as those given by the sources. The element mass
fractions within each phase were available from the MASCA summary draft report
[17] in addition to the parameters provided in Bechta [4]. The total composition, used
as input for the separation model, was determined by multiplying the element mass
fractions in each phase by that phase’s mass and adding the masses of each element in
both phases together resulting in the total mass of each element in the molten mixture.
The steel mass was considered to be the sum of masses of Fe, Ni, and Cr. FP simulant
masses were ignored. The model agreement with data is not as good as that for the
data presented in Bechta [4] even for the same experiments. The need for a U/Zr model
is illustrated in this figure where the predicted ratio between Uranium and Zirconium
in the metal phase has a much greater spread than the nearly equal data mole fractions.
If the initial Oxygen concentrations were determined in a similar manner as done with
the data from Bechta [4], the match may be improved.
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Fig. 3: Comparisons of miscibility limit model predicted metallic phase mole fractions with
MASCA data

2.3.4 Relative phase masses

The relative phase mass is a parameter which can be used to determine relative phase
quantities, and therefore the thickness of an upper metal layer, if present.
The predicted and experimental phase mass fractions are shown in Table 4. Data for
the MA-1 and MA-2 tests are calculated using values given in Asmolov et al. [1] while
data for the MA-3 test is calculated from values given in Bechta [4].
Allowing steel into the oxidic phase would lower the total metallic phase mass as the
quantity of Uranium and Zirconium is proportional to the mass of steel in the metallic
phase.
Even though the Fe content represented less than 2% of the oxidic phase (both by mass
and mole), between 10 and 20% of Fe ended up in the oxidic phase for the MA-1 and
MA-2 test data provided in Asmolov et al. [1]. If this amount of steel were allowed
in the oxidic phase in the model, the predicted metallic phase mass would be reduced
proportionally.
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Data for the relative metallic and oxidic phase masses were recently made available in
the MASCA draft summary report [17]. It allows the comparison of this parameter to
the model. Figure 4 shows the comparison of the of the experimental values of metal
phase mass fraction with predictions by the miscibility limit model. As expected, the
better the prediction of Uranium and Zirconium fractions in the metal phase the better
the prediction of the metal phase mass fractions.
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Fig. 4: Metallic phase mass fraction comparison with MASCA data

2.3.5 Separation model behavior

Figs 5, 6, 7, and 8 show the miscibility limits predicted by the separation model . Figs
5, 6, and 7 show the bounding cases while Fig 8 shows the behavior for a U/Zr ratio
of 1.2. When the U/Zr ratio is held constant for both phases, the tie lines fall on the
U/Zr = constant planes. This can be seen on the UZO figure (Fig. 7). Fig 8 uses a
parameter, ‘q’, which represents U+Zr in the ratio specified.
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Table 4: Comparison of predicted and experimental phase mass fractions

Experiment Model
test xmetal xoxide xmetal xoxide

MA-1 0.781 0.219 0.739 0.261

MA-2 0.878 0.122 0.842 0.158

MA-3 0.722 0.278 0.717 0.283

Z s

O

Fig. 5: Model miscibility behavior Zr-O-steel plane
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U s

O

Fig. 6: Model miscibility behavior U-O-steel plane

U Z

O

Fig. 7: Model miscibility behavior U-Zr-O plane
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O

Fig. 8: Model miscibility behavior U/Zr = 1.2

2.3.6 Potential model modifications

Current work is underway to improve the method for determining the U/Zr partitioning
between phases (currently U/Zr|

metal
= U/Zr|

oxide
). Preliminary calculations strongly

suggest that for most tests a significant improvement can be made in predictions of the
MASCA data presented in Bechta [4].
Recalculating the fits using data instead of results of the IRSN thermochemical database
is not expected to significantly improve the match between model results and data.

3 Calculation of liquid phase densities

3.1 Models for densities

Densities are calculated for each species using the following equation:

ρk,T = Ak − Bk × (T − Tk0) (17)

where Ak, Bk, and Tk0 are specific to each species. The used coefficients and densities
evaluated at 2800K are as given in table 5.

• UO2 values are averages of the Drotning [9], Christensen [6], Breitung [5], and
Harding [14] models

• ZrO2 values are those of the Rasplav model [8]
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Table 5: Species density coefficients

A B T0(K) ρT=2800K

UO2 8775 0.913875 3120 8884.7

ZrO2 5150 0.445 2983 5152.4

Fe 7075 1.10725 1808 5755.2

U 17428.25 1.361375 1408 15261.0

Zr 6240 0.29 2128 5987.1

• Fe values are averages of the Kirschenbaum [12], Benedicks, Lucas, and Iida [16]
models

• U values are averages of the Grosse [12], Rohr [23], Mulford [20], and Fischer [11]
models

• Zr values are those of the Paradis model [21]

Phase specific material properties, P, for each phase, φ, are determined by mass fraction
weighting over the sum of species, ‘k’ as follows:

Pav. =

∑

k xkφPk
∑

k xkφ
(18)

In the specific case of densities (inverse specific volume) this becomes:

ρav. =

∑

k xkφ
∑

k
xkφ

ρk

(19)

3.2 Application to an AP-600-like configuration

Some advanced reactor designs include, based on the assumption of a two layer corium
configuration with a buoyant steel-only metallic phase, sufficient steel in the lower
regions of the vessel so that, in the event of a severe accident involving core relocation
to the lower head, the molten steel layer will be thick enough to reduce the focussing
effect to the extent that the critical heat flux on the outside of the vessel wall will
not be exceeded [25] [19] [15]. But the possibility of “trapping” steel at the bottom of
the vessel changes such conclusions as mentionned by Rempe et al. [22]. It may be
assumed that, for low quantities of molten steel, the inital metallic phase would include
enough Zirconium and Uranium to make it heavier than the oxide pool. Then, as steel
is added to corium, the equilibrium metallic phase could become lighter. The evolutions
of the metal and oxide densities are represented in Fig. 9, for a corium composition
corresponding to the AP600. This reactor was chosen for convenience because many
analyses of in-vessel retention for the AP600 have already been presented, and many
data and results are available. The purpose of this example is obviously not to change
earlier conclusions, but to bring up new considerations that might help for further
analysis of the in-vessel retention concept. In Fig. 9, it can be observed that there
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exists a threshold value of the mass of steel, above which the equilibrium metallic phase
becomes buoyant. This value depends on the oxygen potential of the corium. For a
fully oxidized corium, the metallic phase will always be buoyant and mainly made of
steel. Because of the progressive melting of materials and the large size of the pool, the
global equilibrium can only be considered as a simplified representation. The actual
process is more likely to lead to temporary configuration with three layers (light metal,
oxide, heavy metal). The details of the transient processes will be described in section
5. Such results show that, for suboxidized corium, even for a large total mass of molten
steel, a thin metallic layer may form on top of the oxide pool and induce a high heat
flux on the vessel wall while the remaining steel lies at the bottom of the vessel.
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Fig. 9: Phase density calculations for a 1.2 U/Zr mole ratio at 3000K(M = metal, X = Oxide,
Cx = oxidized fraction of Zr )

4 Modeling of stratification

In the present formulation, the transport due to phase separation is done separately
from the bulk transport (natural circulation) and the mixing transport (turbulent/laminar
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species diffusion). This allows the phase transport to be calculated with a fixed spa-
tial discretization based on an assumption that the drift transport velocities are much
greater than those of the bulk flow.

4.1 Momentum transfer : a drift model

Assumptions in the phase transport model:

• terminal velocity, ut, stays constant throughout time step

• phase properties stay constant throughout time step

• the two non-miscible phases are treated as continuous media.

An interesting aspect of the two-phase-transport model is that the buoyant phase is not
necessarily the same for the entire geometry and instead is determined on a mesh by
mesh basis. The current implicit formulation of transport performs very well and can
even function in situations where meshes contain liquid volumes that differ by several
orders of magnitude as may occur when the liquid level in a mesh is very low or when
solid materials begin to melt in a mesh.

4.2 Species transport

The volume fraction of the buoyant phase is solved for

∂αb

∂t
+

∂ubαb

∂z
= 0 (20)

discretized as:

αn+1

b,j − αn
b,j

∆t
+

1

V`,j

(

Aj+1/2u
n+1

b,j+1/2
αn+1

b,j − Aj−1/2u
n+1

b,j−1/2
αn+1

b,j−1

)

= 0 (21)

The buoyant velocity, ub, is always positive.
The net contribution of drift to volumetric flow is zero. As the drift flow is considered
to be larger than bulk flow (the bulk flow is calculated separately) volumetric fluxes of
each phase across any face are equal and opposite, the buoyant drift velocities at the
mesh interface ‘j + 1/2’ can be described as:

ub,j+1/2 =
ut,j+1/2

1 +
ρl,jxb,jρs,j+1

ρl,j+1xs,j+1ρb,j

= ut,j+1/2

(1− αb,j+1)

1 + αb,j − αb,j+1

(22)

The sinking velocity for the same face is then:

us,j+1/2 = ub,j+1/2 − ut,j+1/2 (23)

The formulation for the buoyant velocity is substituted into eq 21 using new time (n+1)
values for the buoyant velocity.
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The resulting equation that is solved for:

αn+1

b,j − αn
b,j

∆t
+

1

V`,j

(

Aj+1/2u
n
t,j+1/2

αn+1

b,j (1− αn+1

b,j+1
)

1 + αn+1

b,j − αn+1

b,j+1

−Aj−1/2u
n
t,j−1/2

αn+1

b,j−1
(1− αn+1

b,j )

1 + αn+1

b,j−1
− αn+1

b,j

)

= 0 (24)

The buoyant and sinking phases are identified for each mesh ‘j’ as follows:

xmbb = 0.5 + 0.5(~ut)/|~ut| (25)

xxbb = 1− xmbb (26)

The fraction xmbb is 1 when ut is positive (i.e. the metallic phase is buoyant), and 0
when ut is negative (i.e. metallic phase sinks)
The buoyant and sinking phase properties are calculated for mesh ‘j’ as follows:

xb = xmxmbb + xxxxbb (27)

ρb = ρmxmbb + ρxxxbb (28)

xs = xmxxbb + xxxmbb (29)

ρs = ρmxxbb + ρxxmbb (30)

For each mesh face involved in vertical flow, the terminal velocity is the average of the
magnitude of the terminal velocities of the meshes on either side calculated as:

ut,j+1/2 = 0.5(|~ut,j|+ |~ut,j+1|) (31)

Face terminal velocities are always positive while the sign of the mesh terminal velocity
indicates the metallic phase flow direction for that mesh. Terminal velocities were
used explicitly. The terminal velocity may change somewhat as the equilibrium phase
concentrations change due to sources or sinks or an originally non-uniform (and also not
in equilibrium) species distribution. The terminal velocity may also change somewhat
as separation progresses if the initial mixture is non-uniform or if sources or sinks of
materials are present (e.g. melting, solidification, pouring in). However, it is assumed
that the local composition does not change rapidly.

4.3 Determination of terminal velocity

The terminal velocity is adapted from a model presented in Clift et al. [7] for con-
taminated systems of single drops in infinite media which is considered to be valid for
Morton numbers such that M < 10−3, Eötvös number such that Eo < 40, and Reynolds
numbers such that Re > 0.1. These conditions are generally in the cases of interest for
us.
This model was chosen to compensate somewhat for the potential presence of surfac-
tants in the mixture as it relates measured single phase measured properties (future
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surfactants are evenly distributed within the fluid and do not greatly effect surface ten-
sion) to two phase behavior (surfactants initially evenly distributed within each phase
collect at the interface between the two).
The following assumptions were made for the terminal velocity:

• There is no assumed dispersed phase, thus drops of oxide in continuous metal
and drops of metal in continuous oxide are simultaneously considered with the
resulting terminal volume fraction being volume fraction weighted.

• The liquid is infinite.

• Dispersed flow behaves similar to a drop in infinite liquid.

• No wall effects were considered.

• drop size is limited by the ratio of surface tension to buoyancy forces and not by
turbulence

• multiple drop effects are not considered

The terminal velocities for each phase assuming each is the dispersed phase are calcu-
lated as follows:

ut,m =
µx

ρxdm

M−0.149
m (Jm − 0.857) (32)

ut,x =
µm

ρmdx
M−0.149

x (Jx − 0.857) (33)

with the final mesh terminal velocity is then taken as:

ut = (ut,mαx + ut,xαm)/µr (34)

where µr is the relative viscosity which takes into account possible solid debris particles
flowing with the corium.
The entire listing of equations involved in the calculation of the terminal velocity is
given in appendix B.

4.3.1 Modeling of turbulent mixing

For the moment the turbulent diffusivity is user provided. In a future step, the value
will be taken to be equal to the turbulent thermal diffusivity already calculated in
ICARE on the assumption that the turbulent Sc is equal to the turbulent Pr.
For each species and fission product, ‘k’, diffusion, which is the first transport step
performed, is calculated as:

∂φk

∂t
− Dk∇

2φk = 0 (35)

where φk is the mass per unit volume of species ‘k’ and Dk is the diffusion coefficient.
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4.4 Fission product separation

Fission products are transported using a pre-defined local equilibrium distribution be-
tween oxidic and metallic phases for each fission product. The partitioning coeffi-
cients for several fission products (concentration of FP in metallic phase/concentration
of FP in oxidic phase) were available in MASCA data given in Asmolov et al. [2].
The fractional concentration, νk,m, was defined such that, for a given fission product,
νk,m/(1−νk,m) returns the partitioning coefficient for that fission product. The fraction
of a given fission product in the control volume that resides in each phase is calculated
using νk,m as follows:

fk,m =
xmνk,m

xmνk,m + (1− xm)(1− νk,m)
(36)

fk,x = 1− fk,m (37)

For fission products which wre not available in the thermochemical ddatabase, analogies
were made with fission products belonging to the same chemical group, as presented
in Baichi [3]. Some fission products can also be allowed to exhibit the same separation
behavior as either Uranium or Zirconium. In this case fk,m is considered to be the same
as for the element it is associated with. e.g. the phase separation of fission products
associated with Uranium would be calculated by:

fk,m =
xum

xum + xux
(38)

Once the association of FPs with phase has been made, the same method for transport
is used as for species’ mass and energy.

5 1D applications

To qualify the behavior on the simplest geometry 1D tests were performed. An increased
diffusion coefficient was used to simulate bulk flow recirculation and turbulent mixing.
The 1D geometry consists of a region with a height of 1.2m which was separated into 20
equal divisions. The system is adiabatic. Two general cases were studied: an originally
uniform mixture of UO2, ZrO2, steel, and Zr and an originally uniform mixture of UO2,
ZrO2, and Zr with steel poured in from above. Very small quantities of fission products
were added to observe the fission product separation behavior (mostly) independent of
a heat source.
For an initially uniform mixture, it is not necessary to model turbulent species diffusion
to calculate the final stratified state. The final composition of the two layers is the same
as that predicted by applying the separation model to the entire system mass. Without
the diffusion model activated, this is true only for an originally uniform mixture with
no subsequent mass addition,
But for cases with a localized steel injection, if turbulent diffusion was not activated, the
species concentration within a phase would not equilibrate and a Uranium rich metal
layer would rest on the bottom while a steel only metal layer would stay on top. The
addition of species diffusion allowed species in the oxidic phase to equilibrate, resulting
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in a net upward transfer of free Zirconium to the upper interface with the steel only
layer allowing U and Zr to migrate across that interface. This case is presented in more
details in the next subsection.

5.1 Transient application with inversion of stratification

The presented 1D transient calculation consists of an originally steel-free corium mix-
ture subjected to two steel injections, the first resulting in a negatively buoyant equilib-
rium metallic phase and the second resulting in a buoyant equilibrium metallic phase.
Following each injection and until the equilibrium state is reached a 3-layer metal-oxide-
metal configuration exists.
The predicted residence time of an unstable 3-layer configuration is inversely propor-
tional to the effective diffusion coefficient which is the expected result for a standard
diffusion process. The rate of the inversion process is limited by the transport of free
Zr in the oxidic phase to and from the metal/oxide interfaces. Figs 10 and 11 show
the species profiles at different times in the transient while Fig 12 shows the steel mass
fraction history at different levels. The meshing divisions are shown in the profile plots.
The four times were selected for the profile plots to show two 3-layer configurations
each followed by its equilibrium 2-layer configuration. The first equilibrium concentra-
tions following the initial steel injection results in a heavier metallic phase while the
equilibrium concentrations following the second injection result in a buoyant metallic
phase.
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Fig. 10: Species concentration profiles A
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Fig. 11: Species concentration profiles B
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Fig. 12: Steel concentration history at selected elevations. ‘M’ designates mesh number and
‘Z’ the elevation of the center of the mesh (in cm)

Although the general behavior appears correct the inversion times shown in the plots
may not be realistic because they are currently based on effective diffusivities which
were arbitrarily set. Steel is plotted because it is a good indicator of the presence
of the metallic phase. If significant amounts of steel are present the metallic phase
is also present. It can be seen in the profiles that the corium level is approximately
0.8m after the initial steel injection (0-20s) and approximately 1.0m after the second
injection (750-810s). The history plot contains four distinct intervals with a profile
shown for each interval. The first interval, following the initial steel injection, is a 3
layer configuration. Around 250s the top metal layer becomes heavier than the oxide
and sinks to the bottom joining the other layer. The steel injection (from the top)
lasting from 750 to 810s creates another 3 layer configuration. A significant period of
time after this second steel injection the lower metal layer becomes lighter than the
oxide and floats to the top resulting in the final stable configuration.
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There is a significant uncertainty in the residence time of the 3-layer configuration
which, assuming that the chemical reactions are rather fast, will depend mainly on the
rate of transport of free Uranium and Zirconium to this upper metal layer.
It can be seen in the history plot that:

• there is a gradual change in steel concentrations (and as a consequence layer
density) within the metal layers when in an unstable configuration

• there is both a gradual change in the mixture levels within a layer when in an
unstable configuration and also an abrupt change in the mixture levels during the
inversions

• the switch from an unstable, 3-layer configuration to a stable 2-layer configuration
occurs long after the steel injection

• the steel concentration in a mesh can be unstable when the physical system is in
an unstable configuration (presumably due to slugs of metallic phase floating or
sinking from one metal layer to the other).

Relative fission product mass profiles at the end of the run are shown for 12 selected
fission products in Fig 13. Because injected steel does not contain fission products,
their behavior is somewhat different than that of the main species. At 1500s the fission
product concentration in the upper layer is very low.

6 2D application

6.1 PWR lower plenum transient

A lower head configuration was chosen as an illustration in real geometry of the oper-
ation and interaction of all transport models. The interaction between the one dimen-
sional species transport model and the two dimensional species diffusion model (used
to model mixing due to recirculation) are well shown. While the combination of diffu-
sion and drift transport clearly are capable of predicting a stratified mixture in 2D the
effects of corium recirculation, which are expected to be significant, are not accounted
for. Buoyancy driven bulk flow recirculation was not calculated.
The evolution of phase stratification in a French PWR-900 lower head, initially at
750K, filled with approximately 50 tons of homogeneous UO2, ZrO2, Zr, and steel
debris initially at a much higher temperature, 2500K, is simulated.
Although this is a simplified situation, these initial conditions could represent a situ-
ation immediately following debris arrival at the lower head in the event of negligible
water presence or dry-out of the debris bed. The heat source, which is linearly propor-
tional to the local (within a mesh) U content independent of chemical form, was chosen
to illustrate the various physical phenomena affecting the corium such as the steel addi-
tion by melting of internal structures due to both radiation and convection, melting of
the debris constituents at different temperatures with simultaneous refreezing of melt
components in colder regions thereby constantly changing the overall local (and global)
liquid corium composition, and thus, the local equilibrium phase compositions, phase
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Fig. 13: Relative fission product profiles
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densities, and even potentially switching the buoyant phase. For convenience, the lower
head was supposed to be cooled on the outside by a flow of boiling water and was not
allowed to fail.
Figs 14 and 15 show the steel concentration in the magma at selected times during the
simulation. The parameter plotted is the steel mass fraction in the liquid (multiplied
by the saturation) which serves as an indicator of the presence of the metallic phase.
In this case the metal is the heavier phase during all the transient. The colormap was
set to white for very small values to give an indication of the liquid level.
The simulation begins with a debris bed and intact internal steel structures. It ends
with an oxide/metal stratified molten pool which contains most of the initial debris and
the internal structures. It should be kept in mind that all freezing or melting alter the
local liquid composition and also the local equilibrium phase compositions. The initial
state for the simulation is shown in Fig. 14.
Throughout the simulation the debris bed rises in temperature and materials succes-
sively melt (steel, then Zr, Zr02 and finally UO2. Debris near the plate structures
stay relatively cold (near the fusion temperature of steel) until these structures are
completely molten. The central region of the lower head remains colder than its sur-
rounding until all debris melt. While this is not the expected result of a molten pool
that begins at the central region, the deviation from expectation could result from a
combination of the elevated volumetric heat source and large difference in temperature
between debris and structures in the initial conditions.
Because the initial debris temperature is above the melting temperature of steel and
Zirconium these are already in liquid form at the beginning of the simulation. Within
the first 200s thin vertical steel rods/structures surrounded by debris have completely
melted and added mass to the liquid while plates remain mostly intact. Although some
of the liquid flows to the bottom of the lower head, much remains in the debris itself and
the liquid/debris mix remains mostly uniform throughout the debris except for some
materials that collect at the bottom and refreeze. At about 800s, the temperature in
the bulk of the debris has reached the ZrO2 fusion temperature adding the first oxides
to the liquid. It is also with the melting of ZrO2 that the debris field begins to lose
its mostly homogenous liquid/solid mixture composition and divides into two distinct
regions, a relatively liquid-free debris region and, beneath it, a liquid saturated debris
region. This may be explained by the increased liquid saturation and the increased
porosity (following ZrO2 melting) which both contribute to a faster relocation of the
liquid melt due to gravity. At this stage, it is interesting to notice that the metallic
melt stays at the bottom but this is only because it fills the porosities between UO2

particles, and despite the fact that it is lighter than UO2. The size of the frozen steel
region peaks around 1000s at which time the heat addition to this region from the debris
begins to exceed the heat removal from this region to the lower head. This steel becomes
liquid altering the local equilibrium compositions. This saturated debris configuration
persists for a significant time with debris temperature increasing and plates melting,
continuously adding steel to the liquid. The liquid metal/oxide stratification can be
seen in the plot at 1400s, Fig. 14. The liquid free debris region temperature rises much
faster than the liquid saturated debris region as less mass is available in the liquid free
region to absorb the energy which is almost exclusively generated at this time in the
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Fig. 14: Lower head steel concentrations A
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Fig. 15: Lower head steel concentrations B
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solid UO2. This temperature rise is relatively uniform throughout the liquid free region
except for colder debris regions near the vessel wall. By 1800s the debris temperature
has reached the metling temperature of UO2 throughout the liquid free region except
for near the vessel wall and for a slightly colder region near the plate directly above
the debris. The support plate at an elevation of -1.3m has completely melted by this
time. Large voids (cavities) develop in the liquid-free debris region by 2000s. The
elevated debris temperatures results in an increase in radiative heat transfer to the
upper structures which begin to melt near this time. The bottom plate at an elevation
of -1.8m has completely melted by 2400s. By 2600s most of the liquid free debris
region has melted. Some upper structures have melted and liquid steel has collected
on the plate above the debris. The debris temperature in the liquid appears to have a
vertical gradient. The UO2 fusion temperature is reached at approximately the same
time for the same elevation. It may be a consequence of the simultaneous metal/oxide
stratification. The upper plate ruptures soon after 3000s and is completely melted by
3600s. The region occupied by debris shrinks from 2600s on until essentially none is left
by 4000s. From 4000s on, the configuration consists of a metal/oxide stratified liquid
field with a negatively buoyant metal phase. The final, stratified state at the end of
the simulation at 4800s is shown in Figure 15.
Solid oxides were present throughout the entire simulation. The Oxygen potential of
the liquid volume taken as a whole was always lower than the Oxygen potential of the
initial debris.
This simulation shows the ability of the code to calculate the progressive melting and
stratification in a two-dimensional lower plenum geometry. In the near future, different
initial debris compositions will be selected to study the impact on stratification. In the
present version of the code, the calculation of heat fluxes at the boundaries of stratified
molten pools was not implemented. Therefore it is not yet possible to accurately
estimate the transient heat fluxes along the vessel wall. This should be improved too.

7 Conclusions

A comprehensive model set involving both thermochemical and thermalhydraulic as-
pects has been developed to predict the stratification of oxides and metals in a corium
pool. The model set is designed to be used on a 2D/3D meshing. Therefore, the corium
pool is assumed to be non homogeneous in temperature and composition. Only local
thermochemical equilibrium is assumed (in each mesh). A simplified thermochemical
model provides the equilibrium compositions of the oxide and metallic phases. It is
consistent with both MASCA experimental results and computational results obtained
by using the IRSN thermochemical database. All the local physical properties, and
particularly the densities, are calculated from the local compositions and temperature.
The relative motion of the two phases is calculated with a drift flux model. This
provides the velocities of the materials in the pool and, therefore, the global transport
of species.
Fission products are also transported, assuming, for each fission product, a pre-defined
local equilibrium distribution between oxide and metallic phases.
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The model is implemented in a test-version of ICARE/CATHARE V2.0. Comparisons
of the code results with selected MASCA tests show a good agreement.
The model set performs well in 0D/1D. It is possible to apply the 0D or 1D forms to
lower head calculations depending on the level of modeling desired.
Reactor configurations have also been calculated, to study the effects of the progressive
melting of lower plenum steel structures in a corium pool. The presented configuration
has been selected to show the transient aspects of stratification. One advantage of
this approach is the ability to deal with transient situations where the stratification
may change according to the history of molten steel addition into the pool. The lower
head model demonstrates that a transient 2D simulation on real geometry can be pre-
dicted using the developed model set involving changing debris composition, evolving
corium composition, and a good description of the distribution of materials. Possible
improvements have been identified for the different models. Some improvements are
already under way, in particular for the thermochemical model and the efficiency of the
numerical integration.
For the thermochemical models, one important improvement is the implementation of
miscibility limits. Although this modification, which allows Oxygen in the metallic
phase and steel in the oxidic phase, slightly deteriorates the prediction of the Ura-
nium and Zirconium mass fractions in the metallic phase in the MASCA experiments,
both the density of the metallic phase (due to the presence of UO2 and/or ZrO2) and
the total mixture concentrations at which the density inversion occurs are improved.
This is consistent with the current standard - Gibbs energy minimization calculations
using current libraries which sometimes predict significant amounts of Oxygen in the
metallic phase. It is necessary to be precise on the Oxygen quantity as the separation
behavior is very sensitive to this parameter. Small differences in Oxygen mass frac-
tion greatly change the predicted amount of Uranium and Zirconium in the metallic
phase. Therefore, it is necessary to accurately predict corium oxidation by steam to
accurately predict metal-oxide stratification. Up to now, MASCA experiments were
performed in an inert environment. It is assumed that the reaction rate is limited by
the molecular transport of free Zirconium to the interface, which means that the chem-
ical reaction rate is much faster than the Zirconium transport. However, the present
model assumes that the chemical equilibrium is always reached in every mesh, which is
a much stronger assumption, and, it particular, it might lead to a meshing dependence.
A transient chemistry may change the behavior, and the necessity to introduce it in
the modelling will be checked.
The terminal velocity used is currently that of a single drop. This model should be
changed to account for multiple drops or slugs. Making the drop size a function of
the phase volume fraction (flow regimes) and turbulence (if modelled) would allow the
calculation of emulsions and allow the calculation of increased relative phase velocities
when larger drops (or slugs) are present.
Moreover, the potential surface tension reduction due to fission products that are soluble
in both phases and that may collect at the interface has not been explored.
From a numerical point of view, the phase transport can be improved in two points:

• Determine the species redistribution in a different manner using new time species
velocities instead new time species distribution
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• Integrate phase separation into bulk flow calculation

Different applications to reactor configurations will be simulated to explore the possible
transient configuration that might threaten the integrity of the vessel. The behavior will
likely be different in a steam environment, specifically additional Zirconium oxidation
by steam resulting in a reduction or cessation of Zirconium and Uranium migration to
the metallic phase. If the molten pool is shielded from steam by a film or crust for a
significant period of time the predicted behavior will be similar to the inert case. To
be able to deal with a steam environment, a model for the molten pool oxidation will
be introduced in ICARE/CATHARE.
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A Thermochemical model equations

A.1 Separation calculations

The basic steps of the phase separation model are:

1. take U-Z-O-steel species from control volume

2. convert from total species masses to element mole fraction (i.e. nU , nZ , nO, ns)

3. perform calculations below to determine elemental separation into phases

4. convert from element mole fraction to species mass fraction for each phase assign-
ing Oxygen first to U then Zr

5. convert from phase specific species mass fraction to total mesh species mass and
fraction of each species in metallic phase - the second parameter indicates the
fraction of each species that transports with each phase

Species masses are converted to element mole fractions. Steel is considered as an ‘el-
ement’. Subsequently the following set of calculations is performed to determine the
phasic separation:
Both the base model and miscibility limits are fits to calculations using the IRSN
thermochemical database.
First the tie line is defined. Subsequently the tie line intersections with the metal and
oxide miscibility limits are determined. If the initial concentration falls between the
miscibility limits the mixture is considered to be immiscible and the concentrations
calculated. Otherwise the mixture is considered to be miscible and all mass is assigned
to the oxidic phase except for a residual of the same composition assigned to the metallic
phase.
Given a mixture with U, Zr, O, and steel with mole fractions of nU , nZ , nO, ns,
respectively:

Z1 = −1 + 4b− 3nO + ns + nU + nZ (39)

Z2 = −1 + nO − 3ns + nU + nZ (40)

b = 0.5670 (41)

m = 0.09648 (42)

F =
nU

nU + nZ
(43)

(44)

Unique position on tie line with no Oxygen content (UZsteel plane):

nsnO = −
Z1 + mZ2 −

√

−16bmZ2 + (Z1 + mZ2)2

8m
(45)

nUnO = (1− nsnO)F (46)

nZnO = (1− nsnO)(1− F ) (47)

nOnO = 0 (48)

(49)
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Unique position on tie line with no steel content (UZO plane):

nOns = b + mnsnO (50)

nUns = (1− nOns)F (51)

nZns = (1− nOns)(1− F ) (52)

nsns = 0 (53)

The initial model (i.e. without miscibility limit search) took the ‘nO’ values as the
metallic phase composition and the ‘ns’ values as the oxidic phase composition as
follows:

nx = nO/nOns (54)

nm = (1− nx) (55)

nUm = (1− nsno)Fnm (56)

nZm = (1− nsno)(1− F )nm (57)

nOm = 0 (58)

nsm = nsnonm (59)

nUx = (1− nOns)Fnx (60)

nZx = (1− nOns)(1− F )nx (61)

nOx = nOnsnx (62)

nsx = 0 (63)

If miscibilitiy limits were searched for the following operations are performed. The
miscibility surface fit coefficients are as follows:

FM1 = 0.0526256 (64)

FM2 = −0.0483533 (65)

FM3 = 0.590487 (66)

FM4 = −0.100888 (67)

FM5 = 0.0810992 (68)

FM6 = 0.09780439 (69)

FX1 = −.0546393 (70)

FX2 = .415816 (71)

FX3 = −.485481 (72)

FX4 = −.263494 (73)

FX5 = .38576 (74)

FX6 = .015707 (75)

The intersections of the miscibility surfaces with the tie line are iteratively solved for in
the following manner using XFM as a temporary variable indicating relative distance
along the tie line from the no Oxygen UZs plane to no steel UZO plane:
Initial Guess for no steel mixture fraction:

XFM = 0.5 (76)
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The following operations are performed 5 times to find the intersection of the tie line
with metal miscibility limit:

D1 = nUnO − nUnOXFM + nUnsXFM (77)

E1 = nZnO − nZnOXFM + nZnsXFM (78)

F1 = −nsnO − nUnO + nUns (79)

G1 = −nZnO + nZns (80)

A1 = nsnO − nsnOXFM + D1 (81)

B1 = A1 + E1 (82)

C1 = −F1−G1 (83)

FG =
FM1 + E1FM2

B1
+ E12FM3

B12 + D1FM4

A1
+ D1E1FM5

A1B1
+ D12FM6

A12

nOns

−XFM (84)

DG =
1

A13B13nOns
(−2B13D12F1FM6

−A1B12D1(E1F1FM5 + B1(F1FM4 + 2FM6(nUnO − nUns)))

+A12B1(−B1(B1FM4 + E1FM5)(nUnO − nUns)

+D1FM5(B1G1− E1(F1 + G1))) + A13(B12FM2G1− B13nOns

+2C1FM3(nZnO + G1XFM)2

+B1(2E1FM3G1 + C1FM2(nZnO + G1XFM)))) (85)

X i+1

FM = X i
FM − FG/DG (86)

with ‘i’ indicating the iteration number.
The resultant XFM after iterations is used to calculate the metallic phase specific con-
centrations. However, if XFM is less than 0, it is reset to 0.

nUmm = XFMnUns + (1−XFM)nUnO (87)

nZmm = XFMnZns + (1−XFM)nZnO (88)

nOmm = XFMnOns (89)

nsmm = (1−XFM)nsnO (90)

For a smooth transition to a mixture where steel is immiscible with the rest of the
mixture , a transition of the metallic phase surface is implemented:
If nnsnO ≥ 0.85 then the following calculations are made to adjust the metallic phase
concentrations
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xno =
nsnO − 0.85

1− 0.85
(91)

nUmm = nUnOxno + nUmm(1− xno) (92)

nZmm = nZnOxno + nZmm(1− xno) (93)

nOmm = nOnOxno + nOmm(1− xno) (94)

nsmm = nsnOxno + nsmm(1− xno) (95)

XFM is reset to 0.5 as the initial guess for the oxidic phase. Then the following opera-
tions are performed 5 times to find the intersection of the tie line with oxide miscibility
limit:

A2 = (nUnO + nZnO)(1−XFM) + (nUns + nZns)XFM (96)

B2 = (nUnO + nZnO)(1−XFM) + (nOns + nUns + nZns)XFM (97)

C2 = nUnO − nUnOXFM + nUnsXFM (98)

D2 = −nUnO + nUns − nZnO + nZns (99)

FG = −1 + XFM

(

FX1 +
C2FX4

A2
+

C22FX6

A22
+

FX2nOnsXFM

B2

+
C2FX5nOnsXFM

A2B2
+

FX3n2
OnsX

2
FM

B22

)

/nsnO (100)

DG = 1 +

(

−
C2D2FX4

A22
−

2C22D2FX6

A23
+

FX2nOns

B2
+

C2FX5nOns

A2B2

+
FX4(nUns − nUnO)

A2
+

2C2FX6(nUns − nUnO)

A22
−

C2D2FX5nOnsXFM

A22B2

+
2FX3n2

OnsXFM

B22
−

FX2nOns(D2 + nOns)XFM

B22

−
C2FX5nOns(D2 + nOns)XFM

A2B22
+

FX5nOns(nUns − nUnO)XFM

A2B2

−
2FX3n2

Ons(D2 + nOns)X
2
FM

B23

)

/nsnO (101)

X i+1

FM = X i
FM − FG/DG (102)

with ‘i’ indicating the iteration number.
The resultant XFM after iterations is used to calculate the oxidic phase specific con-
centrations. However, if XFM is greater than 1, it is reset to 1.

nUxx = XFMnUns + (1−XFM)nUnO (103)

nZxx = XFMnZns + (1−XFM)nZnO (104)

nOxx = XFMnOns (105)

nsxx = (1−XFM)nsnO (106)
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A miscibility check is then made checking if the initial concentration falls between the
metal and oxide concentrations. If the initial concentration does not fall in between, the
mixture is considered miscible and all material is assigned to the oxidic phase except
for a residual 10−15 of each element which is assigned to the metallic phase:

R = 1× 10−15 (107)

nUm = RnU (108)

nZm = RnZ (109)

nOm = RnO (110)

nsm = Rns (111)

nUx = (1−R)nU (112)

nZx = (1−R)nZ (113)

nOx = (1−R)nO (114)

nsx = (1−R)ns (115)

If the mixture is found to be immiscible, then the following equations are used to give
the molar concentrations in the control volume:

nx = (nO − nOmm)/(nOxx − nOmm) (116)

nm = 1− nx (117)

nUm = nUmmnm (118)

nZm = nZmmnm (119)

nOm = nOmmnm (120)

nsm = nsmmnm (121)

nUx = nUxxnx (122)

nZx = nZxxnx (123)

nOx = nOxxnx (124)

nsx = nsxxnx (125)

For each phase the updated element mole fractions are converted to species mass frac-
tion assuming that Oxygen is associated first to Uranium, then to Zirconium.
The heat of reaction for the chemical reaction is calculated so that the temperature
remains unchanged.

A.2 Range of Validity

For an Oxygen to Uranium and Zirconium mole ratio greater than approximately 1.97
the predicted fraction of steel in the metallic phase exceeds 1. This matches the condi-
tions when MASCA data shows no Uranium or Zirconium in the metallic phase. If this
occurs (i.e. nsnO ≥ 1), the metallic phase is considered to consist of solely steel and the
oxidic phase is considered to consist of everything else. The phase concentrations are
the same as for the miscible case except for:

nsm = (1−R)ns (126)

nsx = Rns (127)
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B Terminal velocity equations

The terminal velocity is adapted from a model presented in Clift, Grace, and Weber
[7] for contaminated systems of single drops in infinite media which is considered to be
valid for the following ranges:

M < 10−3 (128)

Eo < 40 (129)

Re > 0.1 (130)

Additional constraints are there due to the presence of wall effects in the form of drop
diameter to hydraulic diameter ratio. Hydraulic diameters are expected to be very large
(unless, of course, a mesh contains both corium and solid debris)
The Eo number using the maximum drop size limitation is 16. For anything smaller
Eo is also smaller.
The largest possible Morton number is calculated using possible extremes for the species
in question:

Mmax =
gµ4

max∆ρmax

ρ2
min

σ3
min

(131)

≈
10× 0.02254 × 10, 000

6, 0002 × 1.83
(132)

≈ 1.2× 10−10 (133)

The Re using this method were found to be sufficiently large (> 1000) for the expected
density differences. The maximum drop diameter increases more rapidly than the
velocity decrease (for both metallic phase and oxidic phase drops) resulting in increasing
Reynolds number with decreasing density difference. This model is applied to both
dispersed metallic and oxidic phases. The final calculated terminal velocity is a volume
fraction weighted combination of the two forcing the value to go to zero as either volume
fraction goes to zero.
The terminal velocity equations are as follows: Drop diameters:

∆ρ = |ρm − ρx| (134)

dm = 4

√

σm

g∆ρ
(135)

dx = 4

√

σx

g∆ρ
(136)

This formulation is approximately the maximum stable bubble drop when the drop
viscosity is greater than half the viscosity of the continuous fluid. This may not be the
case with oxide drops in a mostly steel metallic phase due to higher steel viscosity.
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Morton and Eötvös numbers:

Mm =
gµ4

x∆ρ

ρ2
xσ

3
m

(137)

Mx =
gµ4

m∆ρ

ρ2
mσ3

x

(138)

Eom =
g∆ρd2

m

σm
(139)

Eox =
g∆ρd2

x

σx

(140)

For d = dmax, Eo = 16.
Two parameters, H and J, defined in the model have a linear relationship in two different
ranges - i.e. there was a different relationship between H and J for H less than 59.3
and for H greater than 59.3. This point is the approximate point at which oscillatory
drop behavior begins thus changing the terminal velocity behavior. Because it was
found that for typical corium properties H is always much greater than 59.3 only the
applicable J relationship is shown (and used).

Hm =
4

3
EomM−0.149

m

(

µx

µw

)

−0.14

(141)

Hx =
4

3
EoxM

−0.149
x

(

µm

µw

)

−0.14

(142)

Jm = 3.42H0.441
m (143)

Jx = 3.42H0.441
x (144)

µw was given as 0.0009Km−1s−1.
The terminal velocities for each phase assuming each is the dispersed phase are then
calculated as:

ut,m =
µx

ρxdm

M−0.149
m (Jm − 0.857) (145)

ut,x =
µm

ρmdx

M−0.149
x (Jx − 0.857) (146)

The final mesh terminal velocity is then taken as:

ut = (ut,mαx + ut,xαm)/µr (147)

where µr is the relative viscosity (dimensionless) which takes into account possible solid
debris particles flowing with the corium.
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